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ABSTRACT

Uganda bas many water resource but because ofhigb electricity rates and operational cost of

generators, it become so bard for people to maximally utilize these resources of water through

pumping. Fuel consuming water pumps are not environmental friendly since they release

harmful gasses that contribute to global warming. Therefore, this creates a need to design a free

energy magnetic pump system that is environmental friendly, affordable and reliable for both

commercial and domestic use. The main purpose of this project is to design this system by

understanding new science doctrines of free energy theories. The free energy magnetic water

pump system operates on a simple principle of natural repelling characteristics of magnetic, a

perpetual force that is being harnessed by the magnetic devices producing power is in form of

mechanical energy which then runs the pump. From middle ages to the Renaissance, at pre-

1800s year, several perpetual motion devices have been invented and claimed to be working by

the inventors though no traces of their workability.

After achieving all the specific objective of the proposal, the prototype will be expected to

Accomplishing the required work out put.
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1.0 INTRODL CTION

CHAPTER ONE:

1.1. Background

Uganda has an abundance of water resources Rivers, lakes and wetlands that cover about 20% of

the total surface area(Nsubuga, Namutebi, & Nsubuga-Ssenfuma, 2014). Continuous need of

water for different activities like in agriculture, domestic use and industrial use, call for the need

of water pumping(Gopal, Mohanraj, Cbandramohan, & Chandrasekar, 2013). This is because the

population of Uganda increases every time. From the Uganda bureau of statistics, it is explained

that Uganda's population has continued to grow rapidly over time. It increased from 9.5 million

in 1969 to 41.49 miUion in 2016 (Ryan, 2017)

The main purpose of tbis project is to design and construct a free energy magnet motor pump

system by understanding new science doctrines of free energy theories. The term "Free-Energy"

generally means a method of drawing power from the local environment, without the need to

burn a fuel or coal (Kelly, 20 I0). However, the conventional science contradicts the method of

free energy. According to Kelly (2010), the magnet actually does not exert any power at all

Similar like the solar panel does not put effort into producing electricity, the power of a magnet

flows from the environment and not from the magnet.

Permanent Magnets have continuous power that creates natural repulsion, tbe repelling

characteristics of magnetic waves creates a perpetual motion that is being harnessed by the

magnetic devices(Howard C. Lovatt & Peter A. Watterson, 1999). However, the reality is that

conventional science just doesn't know the techniques necessary for extracting that power

(Kelly, 20]0).

Conventional physics says that it is impossible for magnets to provide a primary energy

source(Coey, 2002). However, the free energy magnet motor pump system can be achieved

based on the property of magnet which is attracting and repelling. Althougb thousands of

researchers worldwide have been pursuing the task of building a working magnet motor. Many

claimed to have achieved this objective, however, none has reached the marketplace yet. Most

affordable pumps are manually operated and requires a lot oflabor and time input. Fuel
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-- Power rate is 8.561Kw

Considering a farmer pumping water for 6 hours a day for 6month in a year i.e. two seasons

Power consumed = 8.561 kWx6x30x6

= 9245.88Kw per year

Unit cost of electricity=570

Cost of power used =570x9245.88

= 5,270,151.6 million

Estimated operational cost that include lubrication and spare replacement is 500,000 per yr

Torn Iannual expense is 500000+1200000=1700000

Since the machine is self-powered, the amount saved per year will be

5,270,151.6 - 1,700,000

=3,570,151 per year

This implies that within a year, a person wiII get his money back with an extra saving of3.570

million shillings.
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